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NEST
FURNITURE FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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Here at VOX, we believe that true freedom begins at home, 

and how we live greatly affects out lives. That’s why it is our goal 

to constantly develop and deliver complex interior solutions - 

stylistically matching furniture, doors, floors and wall systems.

We believe that a beautiful, functional interior is the beginning 

of a happy home where everyone can be themselves.
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NEST COLLECTION

Childhood is a time when the imagination is 

unlimited. To keep it this way into adulthood, it’s 

good to nurture it from the earliest years. Nest 

is a safe microworld that allows the youngest 

for creative play and learning. For teenagers, it 

makes it easier to explore their creativity and 

express their emotions. All that to let your child 

bravely create its dream world.
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FURNITURE JUST 

LIKE ME

Little human beings need their own space 

that belongs only to them and changes with 

them since changes are part of their natural 

development.  Nest will surround the energetic 

little ones with warmth, keep up with the 

emerging school duties and after a few years 

will be the companion of a resolute teenager.
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CAREFREE 

CHILDHOOD

Nesting is an instinctive behavior known from 

the kingdom of nature. To answer this need that 

all parents experience, we created the Nest 

collection.

The space under the bed can be a scene for a play 

on one day and a ‚base’ for crazy adventures on 

another. A cozy sleeping area just at your eyeline 

will be the safest place to rest.
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Cover for multi bed

Fado table lamp

Huhu Lamp

Happy Lights
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Mosa cushion Wall stickers

Mini bag

MODUS 1Q TOP door

Ordo organizer

For the little one - a slender desk on wheels that won’t mind a carpet. 

For a teenager - a larger piece with a cabinet and clever shelves to 

help keep it tidy.
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HELLO SCHOOL , 

GOODBYE SCHOOL!

Most furniture for children and teenagers after 

a couple of years becomes unattractive and has 

to be changed for new. Nest allows for constant 

aesthetic and functional alterations. 

The child can decide alone which function is 

currently needed and freely rebuild their kingdom by,  

for example, choosing containers for toys or 

moving the desk on wheels that can easily be put 

under the bed.
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OR MAYBE THIS... .

The child’s needs change as fast as the child 

grows. Teenagers are already able to choose 

a decor to suit their taste and want to have 

a say on what their rooms look like.

Thanks to well thought-through solutions 

and many colorful accessories, Nest makes 

this creative exploration easier.
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Leaf jewelery hanger
Reno frame

Happy LightsGeo bin

Mirror door 13



Magnetic picture frames 3 pcs.

Dice pouffe  Clepsydre Lamp

Motto box

Kerradeco Scotch Whatever door14



MY ROOM, 

MY RULES

The Nest collection allows to create both a classic 

room and a space open for bold changes. All 

pieces of furniture have many (often hidden) 

functions and compartments. There is room for 

any passion.
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Checked

Checked

Monster

Monster

Art

Art

Voila

Voila

Container with bar or shelf covers 

- choose your print

ArtChecked MonsterVoila

Cargo closet covers - choose your print

ArtChecked Monster Red

Yellow

Pink Blue

Voila

Desk covers - choose your print

Container covers - choose your print

Multi bed covers - choose your color
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I FEEL REALLY 

AT HOME!

Children’s imagination knows no limits. Just give 

them and empty sheet of paper and a few color 

pencils and they will create magical worlds within 

minutes. 

This is exactly how Nest works. The multifunctional 

bed is a base for experimenting with aesthetics . 

Colorful organizers, exchangeable prints, boards 

and hooks - there is plenty to choose from.
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BUT I HAVE 

TIDIED UP!

#@^*%$#@

Keeping the crazy teenager world tidy is not 

an easy task. With the movable chests, hangers 

and closets with compartments for all things, 

it becomes much easier. You stack, hang, hide 

and the mess is gone.
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Mini bagHangers
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CLEVER SOLUTIONS

+

A container can become a coffee table awaiting 

your guests impatiently. It will also hold a modular 

mattress that can be used for playing or resting.

=
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Koko cushion

Wall stickers
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BE CLEVER 

- USE THE MULTIBED

+

Multi bed

Container 
with shelves

Desk 
for multi bed

Container 
with bars

Container 
with modular mattress

Bookcase 
for multi bed

Cargo closet

These 
elements 
can be put 
together 
with the bed

Three out of the four containers slide under the bed.

The multifunctional bunk bed is the center of your 

own kingdom. It allows to choose matching furniture 

essential for children’s rooms such as a desk, 

a bookcase, a closet, toy boxes and a mattress to play 

on. And all this within one bed that can be extended 

and given further functions. The containers can be 

hidden under the bed when not used.
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DOOR: Modus | FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak | FURNITURE: Nest
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SET 

YOUR SCENE

+ +

If you are open to more conventional furniture, 

Nest has for you a lot of classic shapes needed 

in every teenager’s room. Closet, bookcase, 

couch and you’re good to go.

Desk with lamp Chest with cabinet and drawers Couch

Narrow bookcase 2-door closet
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Multi bed
W138/D205/H174 cm

Lamp for multi bed
W102/D96/H66

Container 
(for multi bed)
W52/D92/H45 cm

Modular mattress
W4/D52/H11 cm

Container with bar 
(for multi bed)
W52/D92/H90 cm

Container with shelves 
(for multi bed)
W52/D92/H90 cm

Desk 
(for multi bed)
W94/D52/H90 cm

Cargo closet
W66/D95/H202 cm

Bookcase for multi bed 
W95/D28/H202 cm

Box for multi bed
W29/D41/H19 cm

Drawer for multi bed
W44/D42/H28 cm

Create your space as you want. 

Find inspiration or ready solutions at

voxfurniture.com

NEST FURNITURE
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Organizer (small)
W56/D1,5/H35 cm

Organizer (for multi bed)
W102/D1,5/H45 cm

Hanging bag
W40/D1,5/H62 cm

Whiteboard
W56/D3/H29 cm

Hangers 3 pcs.
W3/D5/H7 cm

Multi bed cover
W55/D0,5/H99 cm

Hangers
W24/D1/H62 cm

Mini hanging bag
W22/D1,5/H15 cm
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Drawer for chest 
W84/D40/H25 cm
(fits all chests from the collection)

2-door closet
W95/D62/H202 cm

Book shelf
W57/D18/H71 cm

Hanging shelf
W70/D20/H22 cm

Drawer for closet
W84/D60/H25 cm

2-door cabinet
W95/D43/H89 cm

Drawer for TV stand
W57/D40/H25 cm

Tall 2-door cabinet
W95/D43/H146 cm

Box for bookcase or TV stand
W25/D26/H19 cm

TV stand
W125/D42/H52 cm

Narrow bookcase
W83/D28/H202 cm

Chest with cabinet and drawers
W95/D44/H89 cm

Organizer for drawer for bed / couch
W68/D15/H42 cm
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Bed 90x200
W206/D95/H76 cm

Lower bed 90x200
W200/D90/H19 cm

Back cushion
W90/D30/H20 cm

Couch
W206/D95/H76 cm

Lamp for couch / bed
W102/D96/H85 cm

Drawer for couch / bed
W199/D90/H19 cm

140 desk
W140/D67/H74 cm

Lamp for 140 desk
W72/D65/H50 cm
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MONSTERS covers

ART covers

CARO covers

VOILA covers

for containers 
for multi bed - small
W46,5/H32 cm

for Cargo closet
W63/H94,5 cm

for desk 
for multi bed
W46,5/H62 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - large
W46,5/H76,5 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - small
W46,5/H32 cm

for Cargo closet
W63/H94,5 cm

for desk 
for multi bed
W46,5/H62 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - large
W46,5/H76,5 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - small
W46,5/H32 cm

for Cargo closet
W63/H94,5 cm

for desk 
for multi bed
W46,5/H62 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - large
W46,5/H76,5 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - small
W46,5/H32 cm

for Cargo closet
W63/H94,5 cm

for desk 
for multi bed
W46,5/H62 cm

for containers 
for multi bed - large
W46,5/H76,5 cm
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Check out our original platform 

for creating and arranging 

interiors - VOXBOX. 

Try out different furniture 

layouts and see how they can 

be positioned in your rooms. 

VOXBOX
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voxfurniture.com

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica

Poland


